
redefining
your outdoor surfaces.



WHY DEC-TEC

Low maintenance and long warranties, paired with beautiful and versatile 

designs, make Dec-Tec the best solution for your outdoor living space. Dec-Tec 

has been committed to providing products of quality, durability and unparalleled 

beauty. With gripping traction ratings, unique internal reinforcements and high 

definition prints, Dec-Tec will keep your deck looking great for years to come.

WHO WE ARE
For years Dec-Tec has delivered proven waterproofing and roofing solutions for 

decks, balconies, walkways and many other types of exterior surface applications. 

Dec-Tec designs are unmatched in the market: hand-crafted artisan patterns are 

our specialty. As North America’s leading innovator in pedestrian traffic bearing PVC 

membranes, along with industry-leading system accessories and components, 

water intrusion problems on deck areas are a thing of the past. 
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The Classic Line is our most popular product line. Bronze, Solid 

Grey, Brick, Beige, and Granite offer a functional and traditional 

feel with cutting edge membrane technology so you can enjoy 

style, comfort and protection. 

Our classic colors compliment all décor styles and accentuate 

any outdoor space, whether it’s a deck, patio, boathouse, or 

walkway. Designed to be neutral and durable, our Classic Line is 

stunning in any application, from commercial to residential uses.

CLASSIC LINE

BRONZE
60 mil/80 mil

SOLID GREY
60 mil

BRICK
60 mil/80 mil

GRANITE
60 mil/80 mil

BEIGE 
60 mil



COOLSTEP 
SANDALWOOD



With our CoolStep line, Dec-Tec offers all the same waterproofing 

capabilities in the form of light pattern membranes with 

increased solar reflectance making it the perfect option for 

warmer, sunnier climates. 

CoolStep is only available as an 80 mil product, automatically 

providing you with our 20-year membrane warranty and comes 

in two neutral toned patterns, CoolStep and CoolStep Copper, 

and two natural patterns, Sandalwood and Slate. Make your 

outdoor space more barefoot friendly!

COOLSTEP LINE

COOLSTEP
80 mil

COOLSTEP  COPPER
80 mil

COOLSTEP  SANDALWOOD
80 mil

COOLSTEP SLATE
80 mil



COOLSTEP



Most homeowners are thrilled to gain an attractive deck 

surface that is cool to walk on as well as the newfound dry 

space below. They have a deck that changes the look of 

their outdoor space and provides useful additional square 

footage that they didn’t previously have. 

The satisfaction that we gain from providing valuable 

solutions to customer problems along with the refined look 

that Dec-Tec delivers helps to set Preferred Roofing apart 

from other Contractors. 

Preferred Roofing LLC 

Jacksonville, FL 



www.dec-tec.com 
1.866.461.3914
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